


Our Agenda

• Chapter 16: Building Your Feedback Repertoire 

• Chapter 17: Balancing Your Formal Evaluation Responsibilities

• Chapter 18: Identifying Improvements from Classroom Visits

• Chapter 19: Opening the Door to New Models of Professional 
Learning

• Chapter 20: Choosing an Instructional Focus for an Observation 
Cycle

• Chapter 21: Scaling Classroom Visits Across Your School and 
District



Discuss

How are your classroom visits 
going, in terms of consistency? 

What challenges are you facing?



Discuss

How are your feedback 
conversations going?

What kinds of issues are coming up 
in discussions about practice?





Chapter 16: Building Your Feedback 
Repertoire
• Write high-quality feedback
• Learn the vocabulary of your curriculum
• Keep your feedback repertoire accessible with a phrase 

database
• Structure your thinking with templates
• Build trust with consistency, not canned feedback
• Notice and document what matters most
• Use your feedback repertoire in conversation
• Action Challenge: Find Reusable Language



Learning the Language



Shared Language

Sources:

• Danielson/Marzano/Marshall/Stronge Framework

• State/district evaluation criteria

• School-based & curriculum-based expectations

The more you use it, the more familiar it will become.



Too Much?

Excerpt from The Framework for Teaching Evaluation Instrument, 2013 Edition. Copyright © 2013 The Danielson Group. All rights reserved. 



Getting In More Reps

The more you use shared language, 
the more it will become second 
nature:

• Observation notes

• Written feedback

• Feedback conversations

• Meetings/committees

• Communications

• Professional development 



Sources of Framework Language

• Teacher evaluation standards/criteria

• State education priority documents

• District/division/office initiatives

• Curricular programs

• Specific trainings/PD programs

• School—developed

• Team/department-developed



Framework Sources: Australian 
Professional Standards for Teachers
Standard 1: Know students and how they learn 
Standard 2: Know the content and how to teach it 
Standard 3: Plan for and implement effective teaching and 
learning 
Standard 4: Create and maintain supportive and safe learning 
environments 
Standard 5: Assess, provide feedback and report on student 
learning 
Standard 6: Engage in professional learning 
Standard 7: Engage professionally with colleagues, 
parents/carers and the community



Discuss:

•What are some specific types of precise 
language you could use more often? 
•What specific settings/contexts would you 
use this language in? 



Import to Repertoire



Building Your Repertoire







How Snippets Work

• Type in Snippet box

• Press enter

• Phrase is added to Message

• Phrase is saved to database 

• Phrase suggested when matching



Using Shared Language Offline

•Keep hardcopy & PDF handy
•Use in writing
•Use in conversation



Discuss

•What shared language would 
you use in Repertoire?
•What shared language would 
you use offline? 





Chapter 17: Balancing Your Formal 
Evaluation Responsibilities
• Consider everything fair game

• Remember contractual restrictions on informal observations

• Differentiate high stakes and low stakes

• Allocate formal evaluation time with the 80:20 rule

• Close the high-stakes evidence gap

• Learn the Claim, Evidence, Interpretation, Judgment format 
for writing rock-solid evaluations

• Action Challenge: Identify High-Stakes Teachers



No Formal Evaluations?

If you don’t do formal evaluations,
think in terms of 

uncertainty and risk
of problems arising.



When Parents Know Before the Principal



Discuss

What are some of the 
uncertainties and risks you face 
related to teacher performance? 



Using Working Hypotheses



Using Working Hypotheses

1. Articulate a judgment
2. Ask: Does evidence support this judgment? 
3. Revise as you learn more



Overall Hunches

•Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
•“Buckets” of similar teachers
•Areas of needed whole-staff PD



The “Working Hypothesis” Approach

• In a given domain, teachers fall into certain “buckets” or 
categories that you mentally lump together:
—Classroom Management:  Warm, Loose, Strict, Student-

Directed
—Instructional Skill: Growing, Skilled, PD Leader
—Reflective Practice: Self-directed, Collaborative, 

Introspective
• Decide which domains you’ll address
• Decide on initial “buckets” or “types” within each domain
• Re-use your writing when making the same claim about 

multiple teachers



Discuss:

What would be some of your 
teacher “buckets”? 

For what areas of practice? 



Risks

•Teaching quality
•“Employability” behaviors
•Parent satisfaction
•Relationships with students
•Student learning progress
•Curriculum/program quality



The 80:20 Approach

80% of your teachers are low-risk, so 
only spend 20% of your formal 

evaluation time and effort on this 
group.

20% of your teachers are high-risk, so 
spend 80% of your efforts on them.



The 80:20 Approach

Sample Math:

20 teachers = 16 low-risk + 4 high-risk

100 total hours working with teachers 1:1

20 hours total for 16 low-risk teachers = 1.25 hrs/teacher

80 total hours for 4 high-risk teachers = 20 hrs/teacher



CEIJ, by Jon Saphier

•Claim
•Evidence
•Interpretation
•Judgment



The Claim

A summary statement describing the teacher's typical 
practice in a given area. 

Key phrase: "Is characterized by..."

• Is this just one isolated incident? Chance? One bad 
day? One exceptionally well-planned lesson? 

•Or is this typical of the teacher’s practice?



The Evidence

Multiple, specific, documented incidents and 
instances that support the claim. 

Key phrase: "For example, on _/_/_..."

• Do I have multiple pieces of evidence to back my claim?

• If some evidence is informal (or hearsay), do I have firsthand 
evidence that supports or refutes it? 



The Interpretation

A clear articulation of the consequences of the 
teacher's typical practice, e.g. on student learning, 

school culture, or other relevant outcomes. 

Key phrase: "As a result..."

• Am I being arbitrary, or does this really matter?
• Is this a pet peeve of mine? Can the teacher be successful without 

doing what I think is best?  
• What are the consequences for student learning? Do they flow 

directly from the teacher’s practice? 



The Judgment

The final rating of teacher's overall practice in specific area, 
using language and scale of evaluation framework. 

Key phrase: "Therefore, ___'s practice in domain ___ is best 
described as Level ___.”

• Specific rating on specific criteria
• If I’m not sure, now I know where I need more evidence
• If I don’t gather more evidence, the default will be “satisfactory”



Pinpointing the Problem

• Start with your hunch or “emotional first draft” of the 
problem—what is bothering you, and why?

• Gather more evidence

• Ask the “Five Whys” to uncover the root problem (e.g. poor 
classroom management due to unengaging lessons due to 
poor planning due to…)

• Translate your emotional first draft into professional 
language—what evaluation criteria address these concerns?



Emotional First Draft

Mr. Johnson’s class is incredibly boring; he just 
lectures all the time. The stronger students take 

notes and do well on tests, but too many 
students fail or get bad grades because they 
don’t have the study skills or motivation to 

succeed in this kind of class. He blames them for 
not being interested in his boring lessons, and 

resists ways to update his teaching. 



Construct a CEIJ Argument

• Claim—A summary statement describing the teacher's typical 
practice in a given area. Key phrase: "Is characterized by…”
• Evidence—Multiple, specific, documented incidents and instances 

that support the claim. Key phrase: "For example, on _/_/_..."
• Interpretation—A clear articulation of the consequences of the 

teacher's typical practice, e.g. on student learning, school culture, 
or other relevant outcomes. Key phrase: "As a result..."
• Judgment—The final rating of teacher's overall practice in 

specific area, using language and scale of evaluation framework. 
Key phrase: "Therefore, ___'s practice in domain ___ is best 
described as Level ___."



CEIJ Argument
• Revised Claim: Mr. Johnson’s instruction is characterized by heavy reliance on lecture, displaying a minimal 

understanding of how students learn.* Student learning activities consist primarily of notetaking, completing 
work- sheets, and taking paper-and-pencil quizzes, offering little variety or active intellectual 
engagement.**

• Evidence: For example, on 1/31, Mr. Johnson lectured for 27 continuous minutes, during which students 
were expected to listen and take notes. During this time, three students fell asleep, and one student poked 
the stu- dent in front of him with a pencil eight times. Seven students took no notes at all during this lecture. 
During another observation, on 10/17, Mr. Johnson admonished the class for doing poorly on a recent exam, 
and stated that if more students took notes like they were supposed to, they would do better on exams.

• Interpretation: As a result of Mr. Johnson’s heavy reliance on lecture as an instructional strategy, students 
experience a low level of intellectual engagement and a high rate of course failure in Mr. Johnson’s classes. 
For the fall semester, Mr. Johnson’s course pass rate of 72% was significantly below the school average of 
91%, raising concerns about student engagement and instructional effectiveness. While Mr. Johnson is 
clearly passionate about his subject matter, the lack of variety and engaging instructional strategies 
undermines his goals for student learning.

• Judgment: Therefore, Mr. Johnson’s practice in Domain 1, Planning and Preparation, is best rated as Level 1, 
Unsatisfactory. This evaluation will be followed by a Plan of Improvement and support from a district 
instructional coach.

• Danielson 1b, Demonstrating Knowledge of Students, Unsatisfactory column 

• **Danielson 1e, Designing Coherent Instruction, Unsatisfactory column



CEIJ for Improvement Plans



Evaluation Organizer Spreadsheet

PrincipalCenter.com/eval-thanks



Takeaways

• Don’t defer judgment until the end of the year
• Be honest with yourself about your current assessments of 

teacher practice—develop working hypotheses
• Articulate and interrogate your working hypotheses with CEIJ:

• Claim
• Evidence
• Interpretation
• Judgment

• Keep updating your working hypotheses as you gather new 
evidence
• Start using the Evaluation Organizer Spreadsheet



Addressing Problems with CEIJ

•What claim could I make? 
• Blunt “emotional first draft”
• Revise to professional language

•What evidence supports my claim?
•How is this impacting students? Other 
consequences?
•What’s my takeaway? 



Positive Uses of CEIJ

•Reference letter
•Letter of commendation
•Nomination for award
•Newsletter article
•Positive rating/evaluation





Chapter 18: Identifying Improvements 
from Classrooms Visits
• Build relational trust

• Use classroom visits to enable better decision-making

• Build a common vision

• Action Challenge: Identify your biggest insights from 
classroom visits



4 Benefits of Relational Trust

•Reduces the risk of change/innovation
•Easier decisions & conflict resolution
•Clear, shared expectations & self-monitoring
•Moral imperative to go above and beyond



A 3-Part Theory of Action

When you:

• Confidently get into classrooms every 
day, you can...

• Have feedback conversations that 
change teacher practice, and you'll...

• Discover your best opportunities for 
school improvement



Patterns, Not Data

• The data you gather in classroom visits is qualitative

• Think of intuitive trends and patterns, not numbers



Discuss

•What “decisional” roles do you play? 
•What information do you need to 
make these decisions?
•What patterns or trends have you seen 
so far in your visits? 





Chapter 19: Opening the Door to New 
Models of Professional Learning
•Celebrate exemplary practice in meetings and 
in writing
•Share practice-focused video clips
•Facilitate instructional rounds
•Engage in student shadowing
•Action Challenge: Share the Highlights



Public Celebration

•Staff meetings—own learning
•Written updates to staff/community
•Use the language of your repertoire



Another Idea

Develop your own 
instructional frameworks—

book coming soon



Opening Doors

•What ideas do you have for sharing 
teacher practice more broadly?
•What have you already tried?
•What might you try next? 





Chapter 20: Choosing an Instructional 
Focus for an Observation Cycle
•Ensure broad relevance
•Establish observability
•Confirm strategic impact
•A word of caution about instructional strategies
•Action Challenge: Choose a Focus for Cycle 
Three



Broad Relevance

•Will it include ALL teachers? 
•All core academic subjects?
•Student Engagement
•Delivery/explanation
•Climate/culture
•Objective/learning target/success criteria



Observability



Evidence as a Landing Pad



Observability

• Can I see it, or does it happen 
behind the scenes?

• Is there enough of a “landing pad”?

• Will teachers just try to show me 
what they think I want to see?

• Could I be easily fooled by a dog-
and-pony show? 



Strategic Impact

• Does this align with our goals? 

Keithcot Farm Primary School



Specific Strategies

•Observability bias
•Putting on a show
•Ask how, not whether





Chapter 21: Scaling Classroom Visits 
Across Your School and District
•Scale within your school
•Scale across your network
•Action Challenge: Scale Up Your Success



Involving More Staff

Who else could benefit from seeing other 
professionals at work?
•Cross-site visits
•Student shadowing
•Job swaps





Epilogue: Building Capacity for 
Instructional Leadership
• Continue visiting three classrooms a day, every day

• Use the information you gather to make and implement 
decisions more effectively

• Give feedback when requested; otherwise, engage teachers 
in evidence-based conversation using shared framework 
language

• The more we learn, the better we can lead

• Review Chapter 5 & each chapter’s Action Challenge



The Plan: 500 Visits a Year

•3 visits a day, ~10 minutes each
•Brief conversation afterward
•Every teacher every ~2 weeks
•18 visits per teacher per year
•Consistent rotation
•Cluster by team/department/grade



Action Items

•Listen to Chapters 16-21 of Now We’re Talking
•Set up notecards if not already done
•Send us your roster for Repertoire


